
DeNet company took a part in the World Economic Forum in Davos 

23-26 January, Davos: DeNet company took a part in the World Economic Forum in Davos, which 

engages the foremost political, business and other leaders of society to shape global, regional and industry 

agendas. 

"Davos is a great place to meet up and communicate, this year you could feel that entire economic forum 

was feeling the aftershocks that cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology have caused throughout the 

economies of the world. We even sat in on a meeting with Arkaday Dvorkovich who is a well-known Russian 

economist and a top state official. More than half of the questions and the discussions were about 

cryptocurrencies and blockchain. Major crypto miners and representatives of established I,T. companies 

were in attendance as were several startups. We discussed possible terms of cooperation between those 

respective companies and DeNet.” – says Rafik Singatullin, CEO DeNet. 

DeNet and its concept of a decentralized network for storing, hosting and computing is getting a lot of 

interest and the right kind of attention from almost everyone, since it is such an accessible product and 

can bring practical benefits to a wide range of users. 

During the WEF DeNet team met up with a living legend, Dr. Alex Konviser of the Internet AG global 

network with whom DeNet gave a joint television interview and discussed the product. It is worth 

mentioning, that the DeNet team added Kirill Nikolaev, Co-Founder of NICA Multi Family Office, and founder 

of Bitcoin VIP as adviser. Kirill is a successful IT entrepreneur, board member of the company VIMANA 

Global - the leading project in the field of autonomous aerial vehicle flight routes in smart cities all over the 

world. 

“DeNet is not just another ambitious project, these guys have an understanding what exactly has to be  

done to succeed. There are very few projects with the same idea, but none are developing decentralized 

hosting including cloud computing based on such a distributed system. So, I think that DeNet has great 

potential to become a leader in the global market within a few years”, - says Kirill Nikolaev. 

 


